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The Lackawanna-Susquehanna BH/ ID/ EI Program congratulates 
Jennifer Wolf, Senior Coordinator of CPS and Employment Services 
and Meredith Bissland, Day Program Professional as the Advocates 
Honor recipients for the month of December 2022.  Jennifer and 
Meredith are employed by Beacon Specialized Living/ Keystone 
Community Resources, a provider whose mission is to provide high 
quality, gentle, compassionate, evidence-based care to help people 
reach their goal and live rich lives.     

Both recipients have been employed with Beacon/ Keystone for a 
total of 44 years, which demonstrates not only their commitment to 
the field, but also the dedication they have for the people they 
support.   Jennifer started her career about 14 years ago, while 
Meredith joined the profession nearly 30 years back.  Each touching 
the lives of those they support, by building opportunities for people 
to feel they have worth and experience meaningful lives.  

As professionals in the field, each has led by example, which 
inspires others to follow.  Jennifer has worked to ensure individuals 
receive quality programming based on the philosophy that all 
people have value and deserve choice.  In addition, Meredith has 
created inclusive opportunities for individuals to give back to their 
community, fulfilling the feeling of purpose for those who 
participate.   

Jennifer and Meredith, thank you for your commitment, 
determination, and intention, not only to Beacon/ Keystone and the 
individual’s you work with, but also to our community. 

Thank you for making a difference!   
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